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Population Decline – Making the Best
of Inevitable Destiny?
David Coleman and Robert Rowthorn
Abstract
Population decline confronts almost all the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe. Total world population may be declining before the end of this century.
Despite that, it is a neglected topic in demography – its analysis and its consequences overshadowed by the problem of population ageing. This paper shows
that population decline is a diverse phenomenon. The process of decline, and
its end-product of smaller population size have different consequences. Modest
rates of decline may be manageable and scarcely perceptible. Smaller population size may be irrelevant to most aspects of political, social and economic
welfare and beneficial for environment and sustainability. In the future, adaptation to it may in any case become unavoidable.
Keywords: population decline, Central Europe, Eastern Europe, environ-

ment, sustainability, population ageing.
Introduction
Fear of population decline, censuses to warn of it and pro-natalist and other
policies to avert it, are almost as old as states themselves (Glass 1940; Teitelbaum and Winter 1985). Rulers and states in the past and present, and stateless
tribal societies, found affirmation, strength and protection in population growth
and cause for alarm in decline as symptom, and cause, of failure and weakness.
Where increases in productivity are difficult or almost unimaginable and where
international trade is a zero-sum game, population becomes with land the chief
factor of production, its increase to be encouraged by any means including conquest, the prohibition of emigration, and enslavement; its diminution to be
avoided at all costs. Mercantilist thinking gave first place to the power and
wealth of the state and regarded population as a prime factor, to be increased
irrespective of the effect on individual standards of living.
Between the two World Wars, birth rates in many Western European countries, and in the US, fell to below the level of replacement (van Bavel 2010).
The prospect of population decline implicit in those rates, formalized into
alarming population projections (e.g., Charles 1938), prompted several govHistory & Mathematics: Demography & Ageing 2015 26–41
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ernments to adopt pro-natalist policies to avert the ‘twilight of parenthood’ and
‘race suicide’. The recovery of the birth rate, and the ‘baby boom’ blew away
those fears in most Western countries, at least for a while. Instead the world
concerned itself with over-population. But since the end of the 20th century, the
demographic, political and business worlds have rediscovered population decline. For the latter, at least, this prospect is unappealing (see Longman 2004).
However, in some densely populated countries such as the Netherlands, public
opinion has for some time been notably relaxed about the prospect of population decline (Rozendal and Moors 1983). And for some years after the Second
World War, the governments of the UK and the Netherlands encouraged emigration, partly in order to ease domestic overcrowding. Many of the numerous
Dutch citizens emigrating from the Netherlands in recent years have cited overcrowding among other factors that have driven them from their homeland
(van Dalen and Henkens 2007).
Until the 1980s, demographic transition theory took for granted that populations emerging from the transition would resume the previous pattern of
maintenance of numbers sustained by approximately replacement-level fertility.
That assumption was convenient, reasonable but evidence-free (United Nations
2002; Demeny 1997). Fertility in much of the developed world, except for Central and Eastern Europe, remained resolutely below replacement level from the
1970s onwards, emulated by a growing number of developing countries, reviving the concerns of the 1930s (Chesnais 1996).
The era of rapid and sustained population increase was a short one in the
broad sweep of human history, as Reher (2007) has pointed out. It dates back
for little more than two centuries and is now drawing to a close in the West,
with profound political and strategic implications. Before that ‘great population
spike’ (Rostow 1998), population decline was a constant preoccupation and
a not infrequent experience (Glass 1973; Biraben 2004).
Population Decline – The Current Reality
Today, after the unlooked-for irruption of the baby boom, all its birth rates,
with the exception of the United States, New Zealand, Iceland and (almost)
France, have returned to below the level required to maintain the population.
Without migration, the Western world faces population decline in the short or
medium term given current levels of fertility. Many developing countries are
likely to follow that example within a few decades. Natural increase remains
positive in parts of North-West Europe and, thanks to recent increases in fertility, in the Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia. Elsewhere, deaths exceed
births especially where chronic low birth rates have exhausted positive demographic momentum and turned it negative, for example, Japan, Germany (Ogawa et al. 2005; Schwartz 1998; Birg 2002). The last generations completely to
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replace themselves in Western Europe were born in the 1950s (Sobotka 2008)
(see Table 1).
Table 1. Natural and total population change in Europe, 2008
(per 1000 population)

Note: states with population below 1 million excluded. Serbia – total change unknown.
Source: Eurostat.

The exciting ‘decline’ in Europe's population, current and projected, of which
the media are so fond, arises mostly because of the lumping together of Eastern
Europe (including the European former Soviet Union) with all the other regions
of Europe (Fig. 1). The most severe decline is projected for Eastern Europe,
with more modest declines in the longer term for Western Europe, and growth,
not decline, for Northern Europe.
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Population estimates and projections, USA and major European regions 1950 - 2050 (millions).
Source: UN 2008 - based medium variant projections.
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Fig. 1. Population estimates and projections, USA and major European regions, 1950–2050 (millions)

Taking all this together, the expectation for the future of the developed world is
a picture of expanding diversity, not a collective descent into oblivion.
Reasons for Fearing Population Decline
When considering the objections to population decline, and its possible benefits, it is important to make a distinction between the prospect and process of
decline, and the fact of having a small population, or a smaller one than hitherto. A distinction must also be made between absolute and relative decline.
A relative decline in population may still be a cause of concern if population
growth falls behind that of political or economic rivals. Finally, the pace of
decline matters. A given reduction in population will have different implications depending on whether it occurs gradually through the course of centuries
or is compressed into a few decades.
Economic growth
As labour (equivalent to population) is one of the key inputs to production it is
axiomatic that population growth increases total output (GDP) as long as additional workers can be employed. Conversely, declining population implies
slower output growth, unless it is compensated by acceleration in productivity.
Confidence in growth in numbers may underpin confidence among investors
and inventors that their products and services will be launched onto a growing
market that will sustain demand, and that a growing labour force can match
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demand with the required output. In theory, a larger population size permits
greater economies of scale and division of labour, thus improving productivity.
Manufactured products with high development costs come within the reach of
growing capital markets.
In a closed economy, population decline, or even the end of population
growth, pulls the rug from under these advantages and reverses them. It is accompanied by a greater degree of population ageing with all its costs. With given
productivity, GDP declines pro rata with numbers of people. Economies of scale
may diminish. Shrinking markets and a diminished workforce could squeeze
profitability – declining domestic demand accompanied later, as the workforce
contracts, by rising wage pressures from an increasingly scarce labour supply.
Weaker investment – discouraged by the prospect of declining markets – would
mean that plant ages and is less competitive. The psychology of the market becomes defensive, pessimistic and risk-averse when the cushion of population
growth is no longer there, according to Jackson and Howe (2008: 113).
In a closed economy, declining population thus puts the spotlight on increasing standards of individual productivity and consumption to maintain the
level of investment and confidence. Vulnerability to slumps may be higher
without the prospect of long-term growth in demand to buoy up confidence.
Products with high research and development costs can no longer be contemplated solely from the resources of the national economy. Ireland was a unique
example of population decline in Europe from the 1840s to the 1950s, although
only a nation-state from 1922. Official reports drew attention to high overhead
costs in provision of services, the limited domestic market, the discouragement
of risk-taking, the lack of optimism about prospects (Walsh 1974).
Military security
Other things being equal, big counties have more political and military power
than small ones (McNicoll 1999; Kennedy 1988; Kagan 2003). Population decline ipso facto reduces the potential size of armed forces. GDP, smaller than
hitherto, can no longer support the domestic development of expensive equipment, which must then be imported at a cost to the balance of payments or
foregone. The mechanization of warfare and the advent of nuclear weapons
have not eliminated the importance of the balance of numbers between powers
at similar levels of development. A classic example is the failure of French
population to grow in the 19th century, following its very early fertility transition. France began the 19th century as Europe's demographic, military and economic superpower. It ended it on a par with the United Kingdom and Germany,
to which it lost two provinces in 1871. Near-defeat in the First World War reinforced fears of population decline (see Teitelbaum and Winter 1985), confirmed by the final catastrophe of 1940 among other reverses (Sauvy 1987:
ch. 8). More recently, the power residing in the Kremlin has diminished with
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the diminution of population, space and economy under its control. After the
loss of its satellites in 1989 (total population of the Soviet Union was 385 million) and the break-up of the Soviet Union itself in 1991, Russia will face an
even further loss of capacity if its population declines as projected from
148 million in 1990 to 116 million by mid-century (Balzer 2005; UN 2009).
The relative decline of the Western powers projected for the 21st century, compared with the population increases of Third World countries, magnified by
their economic growth, promises a radical shift in the strategic balance
(e.g., Jackson and Howe 2008).
Civil political power
Numbers also matter in the peaceful exercise of power. Representation in the
European Commission and the European Parliament is directly related to population, although with a favourable weighting for small countries. G8 membership depends on GDP, closely related to population within today's developed
realm. Over a few decades relative rank-orders of population will change, with
consequences for economic and political weight in the international order
(McNicoll 1999), including the rank-order of size in the EU. The UN 2008 –
based projections suggest that Germany's population will be eclipsed by that of
the UK by 2050, with France not far behind – a development of considerable
symbolic power, if nothing else. Smaller countries such as Bulgaria (Sugareva
et al. 2006) and Hungary fear damaging depopulation.
Is Population Decline Really Such a Problem?
Population decline, therefore, is considered as bringing some disadvantages to
any society. So far we lack much empirical evidence that modern population
decline will depress innovation, investment or individual wealth – the process
has scarcely begun. Population in all the major West European countries, including the UK, had almost ceased to grow from the 1970s until the 1980s,
until the revival of immigration from the mid-1980s. In Germany (Federal
Republic) numbers fell slightly from 1973 to 1985. Despite that, German
GDP continued to grow substantially, by 26 % over the period compared with
29 % for 13 countries of Western Europe (UNECE Economic Survey of Europe 1989–1990, Table A.1). No crisis of business confidence ensued, or was
even discussed, or is now. However, the mood in Japan is more despondent
(Chapple 2004; Akihiko 2006; Coulmas 2007). Economic pessimism about
Japanese prospects is not universal. Over the decade 1995–2005 Japanese
GDP rose by 11.9 % and population by 1.8 %. The IMF forecasted that in the
decade, 2005–2015, population would fall slightly by 1.2 %, but GDP would
rise by a further 10.6 %.1
1

See IMF, WEO Database.
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On closer scrutiny, some of the problems listed above lack substance, or
may be advantages. Current recession apart, the practical concern most often
voiced is not unemployed resources and unemployment, as feared by Keynes
(1936), but a shortage of labour hampering output, and inflationary wage pressures. Concern about GDP can only be justified if national power, defence and
international influence are given a greater weight than individual welfare. As
Sauvy (1969: ch. 6) pointed out, the ‘power optimum’ that gives greatest comfort to strategists and to rulers may be quite different from (usually bigger than)
the population size that optimises individual welfare. The interest of the poor
might be quite other. Those who sell their labour do better by making themselves scarce, not abundant.
On a global scale, there is no evidence of a positive relationship between
population size and GDP per head, or between the growth rates of these variables (Figs 2, 3). The same is true amongst the industrial countries (not shown
separately) and also over a much longer time period. Using data from Maddison
(2007) we computed growth rates over the 20th century as a whole for a sample
of 12 major Western European economies, together with Canada, the USA,
Australia, New Zealand and Japan. A regression of growth GDP per head on
population growth yielded a correlation coefficient equal to –0.12. With Japan
excluded, the correlation was –0.25. Moreover, small industrial countries are
just as rich as large ones (Barlow 1994; Kelley and Schmidt 1995; Sheehey
1996; Barro and Sala-i-Martin 2003). Economic growth measured simply as
GDP growth, as opposed to increase in GDP per head, has no bearing on individual welfare, as the UK House of Lords (2008) has emphasized in its recent
report. While a large domestic market is obviously an advantage, as the US
example shows, equivalent advantage may also arise from the adoption of free
trade or membership of a trading block such as the European single market.
The same principle applies to military and political affairs, where countries too
small to have much influence on their own can increase their leverage by joining alliances. However, as the EU and NATO illustrate, alliances can be fraught
with problems and can rarely mobilize their combined diplomatic or military
resources as effectively as a large centralized state.
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Fig. 2. GDP per capita and population, 180 countries, 2006.
Source: IMF, WEO Databases. All countries for which data are available are shown.

Fig. 3. Growth rates of GDP per capita and population: 147 countries,
1980–2006
Source: IMF, WEO Databases. All countries for which data are available are shown.
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Small countries within a peaceful international order can have influence out of
proportion to their size, such as the Irish Republic and Iceland (Krebs and Levy
2001; Weiner and Teitelbaum 2001: ch. 3). Their impotence makes them convenient as neutrals. Some smaller states earn part of their living as uncontroversial hosts to international bodies. Small nations, with the same vote as the biggest, are thereby disproportionately influential in the UN General Assembly
and are over-represented among EU institutions. For the most part, it would be
vain for countries locked into modern low-fertility demographic regimes to
seek radically to change their position in the international league table of population size. And to try to do so through mass immigration would risk a serious
breakdown of cohesion.
As regards question of economies of scale, the significance of this factor
depends on the extent to which overseas markets can compensate for the diminution of domestic ones. Free trade makes national-level population decline
less important because it increases the proportion of output that is exported.
Countries with a small population typically export far more than large countries
at the same stage of development. For example, in 2008, total US exports of
goods and services were equal to 5.9 thousand dollars per capita. The corresponding figures for Finland and the Netherlands were 24.1 and 44.3 respectively.2 Smaller economies, however, may lack the resources to invest in new
highly competitive products requiring expensive research and development. But
that can also apply to very large countries – there may only room in the world
for two major manufacturers of civil aircraft, and two or three of aero-engines,
and a diminishing number of volume car manufacturers, for example.
As regards demand, some earlier worries have lost impact. Consumer demand for ever-cheaper goods appears to be insatiable – contrary to what
Keynes (1936) and Reddaway (1939, 1977) – and before them Malthus – had
feared. Reddaway's concerns were primarily directed to the economy of a manufacturing nation, not one where services predominated, and seem to have been
wrong even then. Superior macro and micro-economic policies have developed
in the post-war years, with floating exchange rates, more open international
trade, better management of inflation and (in many countries) a less regulated
labour market and price mechanism. Consumer demand has been fuelled by the
accelerating inventiveness of (ever-cheaper) consumer products promoted by
advertising in ways unheard of in earlier times, the outsourcing of manufacturing, and borrowing. The recent economic crisis had nothing to do with population decline but was provoked by high consumption fuelled by excessive debt
and failings in the financial sector.
Some claim that declining numbers, or small size, deprive countries of critical mass for research and development, driving specialists abroad. But between the prosperous countries of Western Europe there is no brain-drain from
small to larger populations. Scholarship has always been mobile and interna2

See WTO Database.
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tional, and technical innovations in small countries (e.g., Nokia, and nuclear
power, in Finland; advanced jet fighters and other weapons in Sweden) do not
support such fears. The related notion advanced by Simon (1981), that population size and growth is essential because it produces more geniuses, to the general good, seems a priori absurd. The briefest reflection upon the intellectual
output of 5th century Greece, and renaissance Florence, with the stagnation that
followed, or the relative intellectual sterility of much larger populations then
and today, allow us to dismiss it. There is no significant association between
population size and the number of Nobel Prizes awarded per million of population (Fig. 4). The smaller populations do better – first in rank is Iceland, the
first eight (mostly Nordic) all have populations under 10 million except for
the United Kingdom.
Relationship between Nobel Prizes 1901-2002 per head of population, and population size in
1960 (log scale).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of Nobel prizes per head of population, in relation
to population size 1900–2002
Sources: The Nobel Foundation; population data from the United Nations.
Note: 25 countries are included, most of which were economically developed by 1900;
mostly European plus United States and Japan. All other countries had negligible or zero
Nobel Prizes.

The Other Side of the Argument:
The Merits of Population Stabilization and Decline
Concerning the economy as a whole, long ago the end of population growth
was considered by the Royal Commission on Population (1949) as a relief from
the balance of payments problems that have plagued the UK and other countries for most of the 20th century, as competitive advantage in manufacturing
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was lost. Some imports of food, fuel and raw materials, (in Japan all fossil fuel
and most raw materials) are unavoidable. With fixed land area there are limits
to sustainable food output; with fewer people self-sufficiency is easier and with
it some relief from balance of payment costs. With food cheap on the international market, and wartime threats long forgotten, concern about food security
has waned. But this concern is re-emerging as the era of abundant global food
surpluses appears to be drawing to an end (Roberts 2008), a crisis hastened by
global climate change and population increase.
As population diminishes and the stock of capital goods does not, the ratio
of capital to population improves and average person should be wealthier. Resources can be directed to improve standards, not to make wider provision for a
growing population (Reddaway 1939). However, the capital stock needs eventually to be renewed and the annual cost of maintaining the complete transport
network and other infrastructure may be unchanged, so that with a much smaller population the cost per head would be greater. Once these factors are taken
into account, it is less obvious that, over the long run, a much smaller population benefits from inheriting a capital stock designed for its more numerous
ancestors. Lower levels of usage in fixed distribution systems of drinking water
and sewage disposal, for example arising from population decline and other
factors in Eastern Germany, can cause serious technical problems potentially
affecting health (Hummel and Lux 2007). But in the shorter term, a modest
reduction in size would take population back to a more comfortable stage when
congestion on the same transport networks was less. In many countries, certainly the UK, infrastructure provision – notably in transport – has lagged badly
behind population growth and other factors of demand. London is already under serious water stress as a consequence of rapid population growth, among
other factors (Environment Agency 2010). To avert temporary crises, a large
desalination plant will operate in London from 2010 – an extraordinary expedient seemingly more appropriate to the Gulf States or to Australia
The scarcity of labour in a declining population will cause inconvenience
to the employers. But there are two important compensations. Employers will
be obliged to review the efficiency of their operations and introduce equipment
and techniques to increase productivity, substituting capital for labour and creating demand for higher technology products in a more ‘knowledge-based
economy’ (Economist 2006; Lind 2006). Governments would be obliged to
accelerate overdue reforms of retirement age. Much greater efforts would have
to be made to mobilise the substantial population of unemployed youth, the
‘neets’, ‘freeters’ and ‘underclass’, into the workforce. With abundant labour,
immigrant or otherwise, this part of the population; unattractive to employers,
can be ignored, remaining in its marginalised and often criminalized state. Mobilising this population would improve average income, cut crime and reduce
inequality.
Costs of congestion and crowding should decline with smaller population,
and journey to work fall by times. Traffic could decline pro rata with popula-
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tion. With fewer people, fewer resources need to be devoted to new dwellings
and their associated infrastructure once household formation had also ceased to
grow. Housing, much criticised recently in the UK for its cramped plots, could
be built at a somewhat lower density as in the earlier 20th century, with gardens
free from the threat, or the temptation, of infill. Unsatisfactory housing, especially in peripheral social housing estates requiring apparently perpetual refurbishment, would be demolished and returned to open land. Costs of housing
and land would eventually fall with a stable or declining population. That might
encourage family formation, as discussed later.
Environmental aspects of decline
The environmental consequences of lower population density could be considerable, and mostly favourable. Human population growth has been the biggest
threat to wildlife (Hambler 2004: ch. 2). Most encroachment on countryside
would cease. With a relaxation of pressures, the intensification of agriculture,
that makes much of the countryside a wildlife desert, would be relaxed.
Emissions and pollution of all kinds would fall, but only roughly pro rata
with population size with benefits for human health (Costello et al. 2009).
Households are the most important source of emissions, resource consumption
and damage to biodiversity (Liu et al. 2003). Household numbers typically increase faster than population and could continue to grow even when population
had started to decline. The environmental effects of the faster population
growth in the US, Canada and Australia (O'Connor et al. 2008) are correspondingly more potent, with US oil use projected to increase by 43 % by 2025
(Markham and Steinzor 2006). The projected diminution of Japanese, Russian
and eventually Chinese populations must be accounted a blessing as regards
emissions, the consumption of hardwood forest products, the protection of
whales and other marine species, and mammals used for traditional medicine.
The inevitable end of growth
The final argument is that population growth, and economic growth measured
as GDP, must come to an end. Evidence for unavoidable shortage of fresh water in many parts of the world, even more than projections of food shortage, is
mounting. Growth in population and economy together are bringing about their
own limitation, if climate change projections that they provoke have any validity. The demographic consequences of climate change are even more difficult to
project than climate change itself; uncertainty piled upon uncertainty. If the
populations of the world do not reverse their growth, then negative feedback
from our previous activities may force us to do so, in disagreeable ways.
Conclusion
Widespread sub-replacement fertility has focused attention on population decline. That is already underway in a number of countries: Germany, Poland
and many other countries of Central and Eastern Europe, and in Japan. Some
predict it will become universal. Population decline and population ageing in
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modern societies share a common cause in low fertility. But one does not cause
the other.
The process of population decline inevitably brings problems, although
rates of decline might hardly be perceptible to contemporary observers.
A smaller stable population, once achieved, could have advantages. Smaller
population size might of itself arrest further decline and permit the resumption
of growth. The notion of homeostatic feedback between population size and
family building was the foundation of Malthusian population theory (Malthus
1802) and its existence is well documented for earlier centuries (e.g., Wrigley
and Schofield 1981; Lee 1985; Wilson and Airey 1999; Clark 2007). Those
processes have been neglected in much recent population thinking (Lee 1987).
The advent of population decline suggests that reconsideration is overdue.
Negative feedback in modern societies may have been underestimated.
Populations may have ‘overshot’ their sustainable or comfortable limits. Inevitably there are lags, protracted by the inertia of culture and tradition, between
the beginning of negative effects upon family welfare of larger surviving family
size and larger population, and the responses of individuals to it (Ehrlich and
Kim 2005). Demographic momentum exacerbates the delay. Fertility at or below replacement level was reached in most Western European countries by the
1930s. But their populations have since increased by between 20 % and 80 %,
partly thanks to the transient baby-boom and to migration but mostly as a consequence of demographic momentum. Recent studies in European countries
have shown a negative relationship between population density and fertility,
controlling for the effects of other variables (Lutz and Quiang 2002, 2005; Kulu
et al. 2009). Negative feedback can be important at the national policy level as
well, in attempts to manipulate demographic behaviour to avert the dire consequences implicit in the persistence of current demographic behaviour, and
thereby to falsify the population projections that herald the bad news.
Defining optimum population for modern societies is difficult if not impossible. While it is clear that the process of decline has numerous drawbacks,
these are only important if the decline is fast and protracted. Smaller population
size, however, has social, economic and environmental advantages. And it may
be forced on us, as a requirement for our survival, if the ultimate feedbacks
from our growth arising from climate change come to pass (Dyson 2005).
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